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S'C.JMMARY 
Pind -tunnel tests vTere ,made to cletennine the 10'\>T- sl?eed lift, 
drag, a~d pitchin~-moment characteristics of a 400 swe~t-back wing 
t e sted "'Tith hieh ·· l iC't and stall-centrol flaps and t e sted vlith a 
f uselage having a f ineness ratio of 10 .2 to 1,. The ",ine had an 
aspect ratio of 4, tfl;per ratio of 0 .62'5 , end NACA 641 -112 sections 
perpendicular to t he quarter - cho:.:'d. line . HiGh-lift and stall -
control flal?s tested on the ,.,lng without the fU8elage at Reynolds 
munbers of 3, 000 , (,00 anc1. 6,eoo ,000 included 8f'mispan normal spl i t 
flaps, semispBn split flaps hinged at the 1ling trailing ea.ge , 
const ant -cjlOrd l e-.1in g-edge flaps, and ul?l?er-surfac e fla:9s , LovT-, 
middle-, ano, high -wing-fuselaGe combinations we::-e tested at Reynolds 
numbers of 3,000,000 and 8 , 100,000 . 
At a Reynolds number of 6 , 800,000, the me.ximum. lift coefficients 
of the wine 'VT. th no flaps, ld th semispan n ormal spl it flaps and with 
semispan s'91i t flfrps hingecl at the t]"a ling edge of the wing were 
loll, 1.32 , and 1.40, r e spectively . The corres-ponding values obtained.. 
by the add.ition of 0 .725 - span outboard. l ead.ing- eo ge fla'"9s vTere 1.29, 
1.'5'5, and 1.73 . The Jeadinrr - ed.ge fla'9s tester:'! eliminated both t he 
tip stalling and l onp.itud inal instability that 'vc re obtained at 
maximum lift ,vi th the 'I')1ain \Vi.ng . The outboard u-pper ~ surface fla.ps, 
as tested, caused a lar,rye r earwa-·d shift 1n aerodynamic-center 
location but were unsatisfuctor y because of l arge ~:ed""l.ctions in 
1 i.ft , l arpe chan'r.es in trim, large increases jn drag, and no 
imurovement of the '\-ling-tiu stall inr;; characte"~istic s . 
At both 10vT and hi ~h Heynola.8 number3 the f uselat::e in the l ow-, 
mia.dle - , and hi[)1-wing lJosi.tions harl little effect on lift and stall:ln g , 
and at 10 yT an r..les of att a.ck, moved the aer od.ynamic center ahead as much 
as 3 percent of the mean aerodynamic chor d . Near maximum lift and 
a t a Re:,nolds m'!ll.ber of 8 J 100,000 , the fonTard shift of the 
aerodynamic cente '''' with flaps off vari.ed f~:,om about 3 percent for 
the lOvr-vTinc p0 8i t ion to 11 percent f or the high- vTing -position . 
( 
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In the high-lift range, the increase in drag coefficient caused by 
adding the fuselage in any ~osition to the unflappeo. wing amounted 
to only 0.0050. 
INTRODUCTION 
The 10vT-s~eed aerodynamic characteristi.cs of a 40° swept-back 
wing of aspect r atio 4, taper ratio 0.625, and NACA 641-112 sections 
were reported in reference 1. This wing, like many swept -back wings, 
was longitudinally unstable at the stall because of Wing- tip stalling 
and had relatively low values of maximum lift coefficj.ent even with 
semispan split fla1?s. In an attempt to alleviate tip stalling and/or 
increase the maximum lift, tests have been made of t he vring equipped 
wi th l earting-edge flaps. outboa:'C'd upper- surface, fl aps, and s1)li t 
flaps hinBed at the .,ins trailing ed.ge . These tests vTe r e made at 
Reynolds number values of 3,01}0,000 and 6,840,000. 
In order to investigate the effect of a fuselage on the aero-
dynamic characteristics of the wing, tests have also been made of 
this wlnG vlith a fuselage in l OW, middle, and high "9osi tions . The 
tests we~e made to determine the characteristics in pitch at Reynolds 
number values of 3,040,000 and 8,090,000. 
COEFFICIE~~S ~ID SYMBOLS 
All data are referred to the wind axes. The dimensions used 
in computing all coefficients are those for the basic wing . 
CL lift coefficient (L/qs) 
6CLmax increment in maximum lift coefficient 
CD drag coefficient (D/qs ) 
Cm pitching-moment coefficient (M/qSc) 
C~ rolling-moment coefficient (L'/qSb ) 
R Reynolds number (pVC/Ii) 
M Mach number (VIa) 
~ angle of attack of wine chord line 
_._~~J 




M pitching moment (about quarter chord of mean aerodynamic 
chord) 
L I rolling moment 
S wing area 
b ,.ing span 
c mean aerodynamic chord measured parall el to the plane 
x distanc'3 from the l eading edge of the root chord (at the 
plane of synnnetry) to the quarter-chcrd point of the 
mean erodynamic chord (~fa /2 cx dy) 
x l ongitudtnal distance f rom the leading edge of root 
chord to quarter-chord point of each section parallel 
to plane of s~etry 
c l ocal chord measured parallel to the plane of symmetry 
y spanwise coor _inate 
q fre e- stream dynamic pressure (~pV2) 
V free--stream velocity 
p mass density of air, slugs per cubic f oot 
~ coefficient of viscosity 
n velocity of 80und 
3 
( 
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MODEL 
The plan and side views of the wing and fuselage are shown in 
figure 1. The angle of sweep of the quarter-chord line of the wing 
is 400 and the wing sections perpendicular to the quarter-chord 
line are NACA 641-112 sections. The quarter-chord line of each 
wing panel is herein defined as the quarter-chord line of a straight 
panel which has been rotated 400 about the quarter-chord point of 
its root chord. The aspect ratio is 4.01 and the taper ratio 1s 
0.625. The wing has no geometric dihedral or twist . 
The installation of the various high-lift and stall-control 
flaps on the wing are shown in figure 2. The normal split flaps 
(fig . 2( a)) . Bxtend over the inboRrlj. '-)0 percent of th e wi ng sllan . 
For the fuselage-on tests a section of the flap (12.3 percent of 
the wing span) was removed at the wing center. The flap chord is 
20 percent of the wing chord normal to the quarter-chord line, and 
the flap deflection ,,,i th respect to the 8o~percent wing-chord 
(hinge) line is 600, measured between the wing 10"18r surface and 
the flap. The same flaps were tested in an extended arrangement 
shown in figure 2(b) where the hinge line ,,,as moved to the wing 
trailing edge. The deflection duplicated that of the normal split 
flaps. The flaps were fabricated of sheet metal. 
The dimensions of the leading-edge flap are given in figure 2(c). 
Sheet metal was curved, welded. to a ~-inch-diameter steel tube at 
<-
the leading edge, then faired to give the desired contour. The 
radius of the tube is, on the average, equal to the leading-edge 
radius of the airfoil. The flap has a constant chord. and was faired 
smoothly into the upper wing surface by means of modeling clay. 
(See fig. 3.) As measured in a plane perpendicvlar to the wing 
quarter-chord line, a line connecting the leading edge of the wing 
with the leading edge of the flap has a 500 incidence with the wing 
chord. The length of the line is 3.19 inches, which in terms of 
the local wing chord, corresponds to 10 percent at the inboard end 
of the flap and 14.3 percent at the outboard end. The complete 
flap span is 72.5 percent of the wing semispan. The inboard end 
is located at 25 percent of the wing semispan and the flap extends 
to 97.5 percent wing semispan (where the wing t i p starts to round 
off). Some tests were made with an inboard section of the flap 
removed to g1 ve a flap span of 57 .5 percent of the "ring semi span . 
Figure 3 shows the flap mounted on the wing. 
The 20-per cent-chord sheet-metal upper -surface flap, shown in 
figure 2(d),deflects up and back from the wing trailing edge and 
was tested only in conjunction with the extended split flaps. The 
; . 
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flap deflection measured in a plane perpendic'uiar to the wing 
qua~ter-chord .line is 600 with respect to a plane tangent to the 
wing-upper-surface Go percent~chord station. 
," 
The fuselage has a fineness ratio of 10.2 to 1 and a circular 
cross section the maximum diameter being 40 percent of the root 
chord (fig. 1) . The section of the fuselage intersected by the wing 
has a constant diameter. Percentages of this diameter are used to 
fix the three vertical locations o£the wing root quarter-chord 
-paint with respec:t:, to the fuselage center line. They are: 37 .5 per-
cent below, zero percent, and 37 .5 percent above. In each of these 
three positions tested, the win~ chord plane has a positive incidence 
of 20 with r e,erpect to the fuselage center line . No fill'ets -were 
used at the Vlin8-fuselage j"unctuTe. The hi /3h -YTing fuselage combina-
tion mounted for testing is shown in fi BUre 4. Both wing ani 
fuselage were constr ucted of laminated mahogany, then lacquered 'and 
sanded to obtain aerodynamically smooth surfaces'. 
TESTS 
Tests were made in the 'LanC.ly 19:·foot pressure tunnel ' wi th 
the wing mounted on a tyTO-SUpport system as shown' in figure, 4 . 
Lift J draG, pitching moment, and rolling moment yrere measured for 









The values of Reynolds number "Tere maintained tq ,:,i thin 
, -t40 ,000. 
" . 
Tests of the various high-lift and stall-cont rol flaps were 
made with the wing alone at Reynolds number values of 3,040,00 and: 
6,840,000. All fuselage-on tests "lere ma.de with and "ri thout split 
flaps at Reynolds number values of 3,040, 000 and ' 8,090,000. Onl'yone 
fuselage-off, flaps-on test was made which co~pared di r ectly with 
the fuselage-on, flaps-on condition (inboard section of flaps 
removed). The Reynolds number value of tha t test was 6, 840,000 and 
the aerodynamic r esults are believed to have practically the same 
characteristics as those for a hle~er value of Reynolds number . 
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(See reference 1.) Stall characteristics were studied by ineansof 
tufts attached to the wing U"~per surface beginning at 20 percent 
of the wing chord. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The corrections applied to the data of reference 1, and 
discussed therein, have been applied to all data included in this 
report. 
The lift, drag, and pitching-moment characteristics of the 
wing equipped with various high-lift and stall-control flaps are 
presented in figures 5 through 9. In a few instances the rolling-
moment characteristics near maximwa lift are included . The 
locations of the aerodynamic centers for some of these configurations 
are given in figure 10. Some of the more important characteristics 
at a Reynolds number of 6,840,000 are given in table I for comparing 
the effects of the various flaps. Flm., conditions over the plain 
wing and the wing equip~ed with the various flaps are shown in 
figures ll .and 12. The lift, drag, and pitching-moment charac-
teristics for the various wing-fuselage combinations are presented 
in figures 13 through 16. The pitching-moment coefficients are 
1?resented not only as a function of lift coefficients but also, 
at high angles of attack, as a function of angle of attack. The 
location of the aerodynamic centers for these fuselage combinations 
at R:::; 8,090,000 are given in fi gure 17. Flo"r conditions over 
the wing with fuselage are shown in figure 18. 
High-Lift and Stall-Control Flaps 
The discussion given in the following paragraphs on the effects 
of the various fla~s is based upon data obtained at R = 6,840,000 
unless othenrise noted ,_ 
Split flaus.- The addition of semispan normal split flaps 
increased CT. from 1.11 to 1.32 and the pitching-moment curve 
"1Ilax 
was shifted neeatively ranging from 0.025 to 0.040, with no change 
in the unstable break at t he stall. (See fi g . 5.) As in the case 
of the plain "ring an abrupt stall occurred on the outer portion of 
the wing (fig . 11) and, as can be seen from the stall diagrams and 
rolling-moment data of figure 5, the dght-wing panel stalled first . 
This asymmetry was attributed to small differences in the wing- surface 
contours . Extending the split flaps until the hinge Hne "'as on 
the trailing ed.ge increased the untrimmed value of CLmax \ from 
L~_ } 
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1.32 to 1,40, The value of Cm was shifted negatively about 0.05 
but an unstable change' still occurred at the stall. Decreasing 
the ReYnolds number from 6,840,000 to 3,040,000 caused a stable 
negative brea.k in pitching moment at the stall. (See figs. 5 ' . 
and 8(a).) Flow studies showed that the initial stall 'extended 
inboard from the wing tip about o.~ at .E = 6 ,840,000 . and 
o.sOh at R ~ 3,040,000. 2 . 
Lea<gng·'eclr.;e flaps.- The addition of leadi nG-edge flaps 
extended the lift curve so that maximum 11ft occur red at a much 
higher anc~e of attack than was observed for the plain vnng . 
(See fi g . 6.) The 0. 57?~-span and 0.725~-span l ea.ding-edge fla~s 
gave increases in Cr. equal to 0.12 and 0.18, respeotively, 
-:max . b but the largest ga1.ns r esulted vThen the 0.7252'-span flaps were 
teete9,. in conjunction "Ti t h the split flaps. ~",ri th normal 8p11 t flaps 
CL .. __ increased to 1.5'5, equal to a 6Cr. of 0.44 above "ling-
~ . ~ax 
alone test results or 0.23 above normal-split-flap test results. 
With extended s~lit. flaps CLmax increased to 1.73 equal to a . 
6CLmax . of 0.62 above wing-alone test results or 0.33 above 
extended-split-flap test results. In tests with extended split 
flaps, where the leading-edge-flap span was .reduced from 0.72~ to 
b 0.5752, CL decreased from 1.73 to 1.52 . The value of tcLma 
was only 0.F1 above wing-alone test results. This value was eXac~lY 
the sum of the CLmax-increments obtained when each flap was 
tested separately. In connection .with this reduction in lift with 
flap span it is interesting to note that both the angle of attack 
at . CLmax and the amount of wing area stalled at C
Lmax 
were 
co~siderably less for the shorter-span flap configuration than 
fef" the 10nger-8pan ' ~lap confieuration . (See f~gs. 12(b) and l2(c).) 
The addition of leading-edge flaps caused no large displacements 
in -pitching moment at al~ values of CL U1;) to wi thin 0.1 of CLmax ' 
In this same range, a slight destabilizing effect was obtained. As 
can be seen from figure 10, l~ge rearward shifts in the aerodynamic 
center occurred just below maximum lift and, at the stall, the pitch 
characteristics 'vere considered satisfactory . These characteristics, 
differing radically from the results of the wing tested without 
leading-edge flaps, can 'be explained by the stall progressions shown 
in fi gure s 11 and 12. 1,Ji thout leading-edge flaps, a .sudden stall 
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occurred over the outer half of the wing (fig . 11) causing a 
forward, unstable change in aerodynamic center. '\tiith leading-
edge flaps, the first rough flow vTaS noticed at moderate values 
of lift coefficient immediately behind the inboar~ ends of the 
leading-edge flaps. As the angle of attack vTaS increased, these 
areas of rough flow gradually fanned out rearward and became 
stalled until at maximum lift the central sections of the 'Ting 
were almost completely stalled with only the wing tips remaining 
unstalled. This type of stall progression shifted the aerodynamic 
center rearvTard ( figs. l2( a ) and l2(b)) and would also be considered 
favorable in retaining lateral control. 
The ratio of drag to the lift is a measure of the glide-path 
angle and sinking speed. '\oTi th leading-edge flaps on, this ratio 
at maximum lift was from 40 to 90 ~ercent higher than the ratio 
for the wing lvi th split flaps. (See table I.) 
Decreasing the Reynolds number value from 6,840,000 to 3,040,000 
caused only small changes in the aerodynamic characteristics when 
the leading-edge flaps were on, in contrast to the large changes 
obtained with leading-edge flaps off . Unl?resented_ aerodynamic data 
I,Tere obtained at R = 6,840,000 with leading-edge and s-plit flaps 
on to determine the -effect of a small dIscontinuity at the leading-
edge flap-ving juncture. This discontinui t3' was effected by 
removing the modeling clay fairing the juncture but leaving the 
gap sealed. There- were no aerodynamic changes measured. 
In general, the leading-edge flaps eliminated both the tip 
stalling and longitudinal instability that were obtained at maximum 
lift vTi th the plain wing an0. , in combination with sp11 t flaps, 
gave SUbstantial increases in- the value of ma.ximum lift coefficient. 
The larger drag coefficients, obtained near maximum lift, hOlvever, 
might limit the lift coefficient that could be satisfactorily used. 
Ul?per-surface flaps.- U-pper-surface flaps, "'hieh were tested in 
conjunction with extended flaps, reduced CL by 0.3 and displaced 
Cm by 0.20 at- low angles of attack . (See fig. 9.) As the angle of 
attack increased there was a decrease in both the lift decrement 
and the pitching-moment increment due to the flaps. As a result, -the -
pitching-moment variation was stable. At R = 6,840,000, the 
sudden stall was of a severe enough nature to endanger the model 
structure thus prohibiting the taking of force measurements beyond 
maximum lift. The stall pattern was observed and is shovffi in 
figure l2( d). The stalled regions blanketed the ,ving tips but not 
the vdng center sections. The upper- surface flaps caused large 
increases in drag. Because of the large aerodynamic changes these 
particu~ar upper-surface flaps are not considered satisfactory. It 
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is possible that upper-surface flaps of a different dee~gn. might 
effect satisfactory pitch characteristics at the stall without 
too large sacrifices in lift and drag. 
Wing-Fuselage Combinations 
9 
The ~resence of the fuselage on the wing with and without 
normal split flaps had little effect on the lift characteristics t 
regardless of pOSition, dCL/d~ was increased up to .003 and 
CL and CT_~ were within 0.03 of the Wing-alone values 0;:0 "1!1a.X (figs. 13 and 14). In the basic fuselage-off tests, with normal 
split flaps on, the inboard section of the flaps were removed 
causing a decrease in C1 of 0.10 and Cr, of 0.04. 0;::0 ""'max 
At lov' lifts the pitching-moment curves were displaced by 
increments , in Om of -0.008 to -0.015 with flaps off and -0.018 
to -0.024 with flaps on. Also it ' is seen from figure 17 th~t the 
aerodynamic center moved fOl~ard 1.8 percent and 2.8 percent of the 
mean aerodynamic chord, flaps off and flaps on, respectively. 
The most significant influence on any of the characteristics was 
the effect of ,fuselage position on the forward movement of the 
aerodynamic center near maximum lift. 1fith flaps off at CL = 1.05, 
this shift varied from 3 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord for 
the low-'ving position to 11 percent for the hlgh-vTing position. 
With flaps on at CL = 1.2, this shift with fuselage pOSition was 
from 1.5 to 4 percent, low-wing to high-wing position. 
As can be seen from figures 11 and 18, the stall progression 
was not altered to any great degree. A small region of rough flow 
developed at high lifts on the wing near the fuselage juncture for 
the low-idng flaps-off combination. 
At zero lift, flaps off, C~ increased by amounts ranging 
from 0.0030 (midwing) to 0.0045 (high wing). At C1 = 1, the 
increase in Cn equaled 0.0050 for all fuselage posi tions. vTi th 
flaps on, the additional drag contributed by the flap cut-out 
varied with fuselage position and disguised any fuselage drag 
increases. 
The large forward movement of the aerodynamic center obtained 
just below the moment-curve break with the high-wing configu~ation 
at R = 8,090,000 was not obtained at R = 3,040,000, but a somewhat 
similar shift was obtained at a lower lift coefficient. Except for 
this difference the effects of the fuselage were about the same at 
R = 3,040,000 and 8,090,000. 
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In general, the fuselage in low-, middle-, and higl1-wing 
positions had no large adverse effects on maximum lift, and drag 
like those resulting from an interference burble as reported in 
reference 2. Also in reference 2, it is pointed out that "in the 
region of the maximum diameter of the fuselag~ large changes in 
the fore-and-aft position of the wing apparently have little 
effect." Because of the geometry of this fuselage, moderate 
shifts, fore and aft, of the wing location should cause no large 
aerodynamic ch&~ges (provided account is taken of the changed . 
relative location of the fuselage aerodynamic center).. . 
CONCLUSIONS 
The main results for the investigation were as follows: 
1. At a ReJ~old& number of 6,840,000, the maximum lift 
coefficients of the "Ting ",1th no flaps, with semispan normal split 
flaps and semispan split flaps: hinged at the trailing edge of the 
wing were 1.11, 1.32, and 1..40, respectively. The corresponding 
values obtained by the addition of 0.725-span outboard leading-
edge flaps were 1.29, 1.55, and 1.73. 
2. The leading-~dge flaps tested eliminated both the tip 
stalling and l ongitudinal 'instability tpat were obtained at maximum 
11ft wi th the plain' ''ling. 
3~ The outboard upper~surface' flaps, as .tested, caused a 
large rearward shift in aerodynamic-center loc~tion but were 
unsatisfactory because of large reductions in . lift, large changes 
in trim, large increases in drag, and no improvement of the wing-
tip stalling characteristics. 
4. At Reynolds numbers of 3,040,000 and. 8,090,000 the fU8~lage 
in the low-, middle-, and high-wing positions had little effect on 
lift and stalling, and at low angles of attack, moved the aerodynamic 
center ahead as much as 3 percent of 'the mean aerodynamic chord. 
Near maximum lift and at a Reynolds number of 8,090,000, the forward 
shift of the aerodynamic center with flaps off varied from apout 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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3 percent for the low-wing position to 11 percent for the hlgh-
wing position. In the high-lift range, the increase in drag 
coefficient caused by adding the fuselaBe in any position to the 
unflapped wing amounted to only 0.0050. 
Langley-Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
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TABLE I.- CHARACTERISTICS OF 400 SWEPr-BACK wmG WITH VARIOUS HIGH-LIFI' 
Modifications 
None (plain wing) 
0.5~ normal split flaps 
0.5~ extended split flaps 
0.575~ leading-edge flaps 
0.725~ leading-edge flaps 
0 . .725~ leading-edge flaps 
+ 0.5~ normal split flaps 
b 0.7252 leading-edge flaps 
+ 0.5~ extended split 
flaps 
b 0. 5752 leading-edge flaps 
+ 0.5~ extended split 
flaps 
AND STALL-CONTROL FLAPS. R == 6,840,000 
CIwax 6CImx em at ~ 
1.11 ------ -0.010 
1.32 0.21 - .058 
1.40 .29 -.105 
1.23 .12 - .070 
1.29 .18 -.078 
1.55 .44 - .025 
c 
, 
1.73 .62· - .086 
1.52 .41 -.100 
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Figure 1.- Geometry of 40 0 sweptback wing and fuselage. 
Aspect ratio = 4.01 ; wing area = 4643 sq in. ;M.A.C. =34.71 in. 
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Figure 2. - Installation of high-lift and stall - control flaps co~:'~~~~~~QA~E~~N~~;ICS 



















NACA RM No. L6L27 Fig. 3 
Figure 3. - Leading-edge flap mounted on 40° sweptback wing. 
l 
-----
(a) Front view, high -wing fuselage combination. 
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(b) Support details. 
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(b) Normal split flaps on. 
Figure 11.- Stalling characteristics of 40° sweptback 
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(0) 0725 b/2 span leading -
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(b) 0.725 b/2 span leading -
edge fl ops and extended 
spl it flops on. 
Figure 12:- Stalling 
wing with stoll 
characteristics of a 40° sweptback 
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Figure 17.- Aerodynamic-center locat i on for various positi ons 
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Flaps off Normal spl it flaps on 
Figure 18.- Stalling characteristics of 40° sweptback wing 
with fuselage on . R= 8.090.000 . 
